All data files are available at <https://github.com/uvhart/EarlyWarningSignalsInMotionInference>.

Introduction {#sec001}
============

Timing is everything in many social interactions. This is most clearly seen in motor action, such as fight-or-flight decisions in conflicts, assessing strategies in individual games and sports \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref001]--[@pcbi.1007821.ref005]\], or in team sports \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref006]--[@pcbi.1007821.ref008]\]. Reacting too early leads to mistaken decisions, and reacting too late yields the advantage to the opponent. This naturally confers a benefit to those who have the ability to infer intent of action in the presence of sparse motor signals. Evidence of this is seen in infants who can anticipate the motion of a hand toward a goal \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref009]\], and in sports where quick and accurate reactions to extreme motions arise in soccer, basketball, baseball, tennis \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref001]--[@pcbi.1007821.ref005], [@pcbi.1007821.ref010]--[@pcbi.1007821.ref015]\] etc. These examples collectively suggest that predictions can be made based on the existence of informational cues from body motion in a range of situations involving infants and adults.

Early work on understanding these cues characterized their location \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref016], [@pcbi.1007821.ref017]\] and quantified their dynamics \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref010]\], in complex real-life sports scenarios like badminton and tennis \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref002], [@pcbi.1007821.ref011]\]. However, it might be also beneficial to focus on simpler scenarios where the cues and their dynamics are highly tractable for quantitative analysis. A recent study \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref018]\] suggested the existence of preparatory signals for motion onset in a simulated game that has an offensive and defensive move: the Attacker, moved her finger either toward a right or a left target, while the Blocker aimed to reach the same target as fast as possible. The results showed that the Blockers' response times were ∼100 ms quicker compared with the response times to a similar task with a dot on a screen tracking the same motion trajectory as Attackers' finger motion. Furthermore, response times were not dependent on a particular body region or eye gaze \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref018]\]. In another experiment, Blockers saw videos of an Attacker and had to indicate the direction of her movement. Interestingly, the response times were ∼100 ms slower when the Blockers saw a version that replaced the frames before motion onset with a static frame compared with an untampered video stream. These results indicate that people are able to infer the onset of finger motion before it actually starts. However, the study did not reveal either the informational cues participants used to infer intention, nor their dynamics.

The onset of intentional motion in the presence of an external cue requires a transition from a stationary state, where the body fluctuates around a stable pose, to a dynamic state, where the body moves swiftly towards a target. This is similar to the behavior of complex systems in the neighborhood of a critical transition associated with slow-fast dynamics, known as a tipping point seen in a range of biological, neuronal, geological, ecological and financial systems \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref019]--[@pcbi.1007821.ref026]\]. In particular, in the context of motor action, Kelso and colleagues showed that human bi-manual coordinated motion demonstrates a critical transition, where anti-phase synchronous motion transitions to in-phase motion as the frequency of motion crosses a threshold frequency \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref027]--[@pcbi.1007821.ref030]\]. A common theme in all these systems is a slow approach of the system to a critical threshold associated with a parameter, after which the system loses stability and abruptly changes its behavior, and evolves exponentially fast. This implies that although the mean behavior of the system before the critical transition changes very slightly, the fluctuations of the system behavior show strong early warning signals of the approach to the stability threshold \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref020]--[@pcbi.1007821.ref023]\]. This is manifested in the growth of the autocorrelation, an increase in the time of decay of perturbations, and an increase in the variance of the output signal even before motion ensues. Indeed, analyzing the dynamics of the system thus gives clear evidence of the presence of, distance from, and type of critical transition \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref020], [@pcbi.1007821.ref022], [@pcbi.1007821.ref023], [@pcbi.1007821.ref028]\]. Previous works have analyzed the characteristics of noise in motor systems and their implications on motor control \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref031]--[@pcbi.1007821.ref033]\]. Here we show that motion fluctuations signal the onset of motion well before it actually occurs. We characterize this signature in terms of a fold-transition event \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref022]--[@pcbi.1007821.ref024], [@pcbi.1007821.ref034]\]. The manifestation of the fluctuations associated with the approach to the critical transition suggests an experimental test---are people capable of cueing in to those signals. By simulating a fold-transition dynamical system as a dot moving on a screen we show that people can act upon the cues of this specific critical transition.

Materials and methods {#sec002}
=====================

All experimental protocols followed the guidelines for the use of human subjects. The Attacker-Blocker experiments (Experiments 1,2) were approved by the Harvard IRB committee (CUHS) and Experiment 3 was approved by the NIH ethics committee. All participants signed an informed consent to participate in the study. **Participants:** 28 (12 females) and 12 (11 female) right-handed participants with normal or corrected-to-normal vision took part in Experiments 1 and 3, respectively. For details on Experiment 2, see Vaziri-Pashkam et al. \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref018]\].

Experimental design {#sec003}
-------------------

### Experiment 1: Attacker-Blocker dynamics {#sec004}

In a design similar to Vaziri-Pashkam et al. \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref018]\], pairs of participants sat in front of each other separated by a plexiglass screen roughly 63 cm from the participants. Each trial started with the pair placing their finger on a resting spot in front of them. One participant (Attacker) was given instructions via headphones to tap on one of two foam targets pasted on the plexiglass screen. The other participant (Blocker) had to tap on the same target as fast as they could. The Blocker won if she/he reached the target within a certain time window; otherwise, the Attacker was the winner of the trial. The time window was dynamically adjusted for each pair so that the Blocker won in roughly half of the trials. Body movements were tracked with Polhemus Liberty, an electromagnetic position and orientation measuring system with an update rate of 240 Hz. Seven small position-tracking sensors were affixed to the Blockers' right index finger and Attackers' right index finger, right wrist, right elbow, right and left shoulders, waist, and forehead to track the 3D position of these body parts during the interaction. Each pair completed 5-7 blocks of 30 trials. For accurate measures of the response times we used the maximal sampling frequency available. Changing the length of the time windows did not change the current results, see [S1 Text](#pcbi.1007821.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

### Experiment 2: Dot motion dynamics {#sec005}

For more details of the experimental setup see \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref018]\]. Stimuli were back-projected on the Plexiglass screen. Twenty random motion paths were selected from Attacker data collected in a previous experiment \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref018]\] and used to create the dot stimulus for this experiment. This way the dot moved on the screen in the same manner as a human Attacker's finger. Each trial started with a dot presented at the bottom of the screen equidistant from the two targets. The dot then moved to one of the two targets. The diameter of the dot started at 0.67 cm and increased to 1.34 cm at the endpoint to mimic the change in the angular size of the finger when it moves towards the screen. The Blocker had to beat the moving dot and tap on the same target as fast as possible. Success was determined in the same manner as in Experiment 1. Subjects completed three blocks of 40 trials.

### Experiment 3: Fold-transition motion detection {#sec006}

Stimuli were presented on an LCD screen (1920 x 1080, 60 Hz) using an apple MacBook laptop with MATLAB Psychtoolbox software. The stimulus was a single black circular dot with the diameter of 0.31 degrees of visual angle presented on a dark gray screen. Each trial started with a dot at the center of the screen that moved horizontally to the left or right. Participants were asked to indicate as fast as they could the direction (left/right) of the dot movement. Dot trajectories followed one of 100 simulations of a fold-transition event according to the following dynamical system \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref023], [@pcbi.1007821.ref034]\]: $$\begin{array}{rcl}
\overset{˙}{x} & = & {y + ax^{2} - x^{3} + \gamma\xi\left( t \right)} \\
\end{array}$$ $$\begin{array}{rcl}
\overset{˙}{y} & = & \epsilon \\
\end{array}$$

The parameters for the simulations were: *a* = 4, *γ* = 0.063. We used a de-trend function such that the dot's motion fluctuates around the origin until the transition occurs. Each motion trajectory was multiplied by a random sign to randomize the dot's direction of motion (either right or left). The time point for the critical transition was randomly set in a range of 350-700 ms from the beginning of the trial. As control, we created 100 motion trajectories with similar noise properties but without the early warning signals of the correlated signal. These motion trajectories of the dot were created by a Heaviside function, rising at a time point between 350-700ms from the beginning of the trial. The time points for transition were matched with the time points of the fold-transition simulations. To these motion trajectories we added random uniform noise with noise amplitude taken from the mean of the 100 fold-transition simulations (see [S11 Fig](#pcbi.1007821.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, for examples of the simulated trajectories). Each participant completed 100 trials of the fold-transition simulations and 100 trials of the control trajectories. For each participant we measured the choice of direction and the response times from the beginning of the trial. We chose the values of the *a* and *γ* parameters, as well as the frame rate and task duration in the simulations to capture the same dynamics and transition time observed in the behavioral experiments of the dyadic Attacker-Blocker interactions. We note that the 2D motion of the dot cannot mimic fully the 3D motion of people but rather serves as a proxy to check whether people are sensitive to the difference between a fold-transition with its correlated noise and an uncorrelated counterpart.

Analysis {#sec007}
--------

### Early warning signal timing extraction {#sec008}

In this analysis, we focused on the velocity curves (v(t)) of the first PC of Attacker's motion as recorded by all sensors excluding the Finger sensor. We used a moving time window (40 ms, 48 ms, and 60 ms---see [S3](#pcbi.1007821.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}--[S5](#pcbi.1007821.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs), to calculate the following quantities: 1) The autocorrelation at lag-1, denoted AR(1) 2) The autocorrelation decay time, denoted *τ* ([S12 Fig](#pcbi.1007821.s012){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and 3) The variance for each time window, denoted *σ*^2^.

For each of these measures, we extracted its transition point according to the following criteria: 1. AR(1): The time point of the sharp rise of the AR(1) curve was set by the first point at which the AR(1) curve crossed a threshold of 0.1. 2. Autocorrelation decay time: The time point of the sharp rise in the autocorrelation decay time was set by the point at which the autocorrelation decay time increased by more than 20%. 3. Variance: The time point of the sharp rise of the variance was set by the first point at which the variance crossed a threshold of 1.5\*10^−4^.

### Correlation of Attacker's and Blocker's motion-onset with early warning signals {#sec009}

For each trial of Attacker-Blocker dynamics, we calculated the relation between the Attacker/Blocker motion onset and the 3 early warning signals. To remove outliers from the data (stemming from false positive detection events that make early warning signals appear sooner than they are), we built a probability density function of the points and took the points that were inside the 1,6, and 10 density contours. These points were used to calculate the linear regression of the data. From the linear regression results, we extracted the intercept that indicates the average time difference between the Attacker's/Blocker's motion onset and the early warning signals. In the main text we report the results where the threshold density value is set to 6 and contains 81% of the data points to balance outliers exclusion and accurate detection of the early warning signals. In the [S1 Text](#pcbi.1007821.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"} we report the results for the more inclusive case where the threshold density value is set to 1 and the region of interest contains 96% of the data points, and the more restrictive case where the threshold density value is set to 10 and the region of interest contains 60% of the data points. Across all the different choices of thresholds, the early warning signals of the autocorrelation sharp rise and autocorrelation decay-time rise occur between 103ms-149ms before Attackers' motion begins (see [S1 Text](#pcbi.1007821.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [S13 Fig](#pcbi.1007821.s013){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

### Variance fitting {#sec010}

To calculate the power-law divergence of the variance (see [Eq 5](#pcbi.1007821.e009){ref-type="disp-formula"}) for each Attacker-Blocker dynamics trial we took the 100 ms before and after the divergence of the variance event. To reduce the noise in the variance curves we averaged the variance across each block's 30 trials (synchronized by the divergence point), yielding a total of 85 variance divergence curves. We partitioned each curve by a time window of size 48 ms and an offset of 4 ms and fitted each variance curve with a non-linear model *log*(*σ*^2^) = −*log*(*b*) + *n log*(*t*\* − *t*), where b, n, and *t*\* are fitting parameters of the model. We then chose the fitting parameters that provided the best fit across all time windows. For the results of the fitting curves for all of the variance curves, see [S9 Fig](#pcbi.1007821.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and for the results for other time window sizes see [S10 Fig](#pcbi.1007821.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Results {#sec011}
=======

Our experimental setup follows the same experimental procedure presented in \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref018]\]. In each trial, Attackers were instructed to move their right finger to either a right target or a left target (by a cue to their headset). Simultaneously, Blockers had to guess the Attackers' target by their motion and reach it as fast as they could ([Fig 1a](#pcbi.1007821.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The Attackers had seven sensors attached to their body at the following locations: head, torso, left shoulder, right shoulder, right elbow, right wrist and right finger ([Fig 1b](#pcbi.1007821.g001){ref-type="fig"}). The Blockers had one sensor at their right finger. A total of 14 pairs participated, each pair had between 5-7 blocks, and each block constituted 30 trials (a total of 85\*30 = 2550 trials across all pairs). Using high-speed video (recording at 240 Hz, see [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}) we analyzed the 3d motion of the Attacker and Blocker at high spatial resolution (spatial resolution 1 mm, see [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}).

![Experimental setup.\
**a)** A schematic of an Attacker-Blocker trial. The Attacker starts a move towards either the right or left target at some instant of time, and the Blocker's goal is to reach the same target as the Attacker as fast as possible, i.e. to minimize the delay *t*. **b)** Schematic of location of the seven sensors on the Attacker's body.](pcbi.1007821.g001){#pcbi.1007821.g001}

Attacker body motion signal is dominated by center of mass motion {#sec012}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

We first characterized the information in the Attacker's body motion using principal component analysis (PCA) on the six body sensors (excluding the finger sensor). In accord with previous findings which showed that no specific body part carries the preparatory signals \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref018], [@pcbi.1007821.ref035]\], we found that all body sensors contribute equally to the first PC of motion (mean loadings of each sensor's coordinate and 95% CIs: Wrist = 6.7%, 95% CI = \[5.8,8.1\], Elbow = 6.3%, 95% CI = \[4.2,7.8\], Right Shoulder = 6.3%, 95% CI = \[4.1,7.6\], Left Shoulder = 4.5%, 95% CI = \[0.4,6.9\], Torso = 4.9%, 95% CI = \[0.7,6.8\], Head = 4.7%, 95% CI = \[0.5,6.8\]). The equal loadings of the first PC suggest that the first PC acts as a center of mass motion (see [S1 Fig](#pcbi.1007821.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Attacker body autocorrelation rises before motion ensues {#sec013}
--------------------------------------------------------

Since the Attacker transitions from a resting state to a moving one, we ask which signals serve as early cues for the Attacker's decision to move. Since the fluctuations of the body might serve as cues about intent, we measure the autocorrelation and variance of movement velocity as a function of time, using a running window of size 40 ms (changing window size shows similar results, see [S1 Text](#pcbi.1007821.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For each time window, we calculated the following measures of the Attacker's body velocity (*v*(*t*)):

1.  The autocorrelation at lag-1 (denoted AR(1)): $AR\left( 1 \right) = \Sigma_{t_{i}}\left( v\left( t_{i} \right) - v_{0} \right)\left( v\left( t_{i - 1} \right) - v_{0} \right)/\Sigma_{t_{i}}\left( v\left( t_{i} \right) - v_{0} \right)^{2}$, which measures the extent to which the signal resembles itself after a shift of one data point.

2.  The autocorrelation decay time (denoted *τ*): *τ* = *arg*~*n*~ *R*(*n*) = *R*(0)/*e*, where $R\left( n \right) = \Sigma_{t_{i}}\left( v\left( t_{i} \right) - v_{0} \right)\left( v\left( t_{i - n} \right) - v_{0} \right)/\Sigma_{t_{i}}\left( v\left( t_{i} \right) - v_{0} \right)^{2}$, and *arg*~*n*~ chooses the time scale *n* that holds the equation *R*(*n*) = *R*(0)/*e*, and thus measures the time scale for the autocorrelation to decay to 1/*e* of its maximal value.

3.  The variance across the time window (denoted *σ*^2^): $\sigma^{2} = \frac{1}{n - 1}\Sigma_{t_{i}}\left( v\left( t_{i} \right) - v_{0} \right)^{2}$ (see [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}).

We found that the AR(1) signal shows a sharp rise well before motion onset. AR(1) rise is marked by the transition from negative to positive values. A linear regression between the rise time of AR(1) and the onset time of Attackers' finger motion across all trials showed that on average AR(1) sharp rise precedes finger motion by 136 ms (Δ*t*: mean ± ste = 136 ± 2 ms, see also [S3](#pcbi.1007821.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#pcbi.1007821.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs).

Similarly, the autocorrelation decay time rises sharply well before motion onset. We defined the rise in the autocorrelation decay time as the first time point where the decay time increases by 20% between consecutive time windows. The 20% fold change threshold was set to filter out noisy detection events while maintaining accurate detection of a rise in the autocorrelation decay time (see [S1 Text](#pcbi.1007821.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). A linear regression between the rise time of the autocorrelation decay time and the onset time of Attackers' finger motion across all trials showed that on average the sharp rise in the autocorrelation decay time precedes finger motion by about 130 ms (Δ*t*: mean ± ste = 131 ± 2 ms, [Fig 2a](#pcbi.1007821.g002){ref-type="fig"}, and see [S3](#pcbi.1007821.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S5](#pcbi.1007821.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs).

![The increase in the decay time of the autocorrelation signal predicts Attacker's and Blocker's motion onset.\
**a)** Attacker's finger motion onset timing as a function of the timing of the increase in the autocorrelation decay time. **Inset**, For the linear regression calculations, we focused on the highest density regions of the data points (covering 81% of the data points, see [S1 Text](#pcbi.1007821.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for other thresholds). Shown are the regression line (solid blue), 50% CI (solid oragne) and 90% CI (solid green) lines. Δ*t*: mean ± ste = 131 ± 2 ms. **b)** Blocker's finger motion onset timing as a function of the timing of the increase in the autocorrelation decay time. **Inset**, For the linear regression calculations, we removed false positive events of the autocorrelation decay time rising earlier than 200 ms from the beginning of the trial and focused on the top highest density regions of the data points (covering 64% of the data points, see [S1 Text](#pcbi.1007821.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Shown are the regression line (solid blue), 50% CI (solid oragne) and 90% CI (solid green) lines. Δ*t*: mean ± ste = 293 ± 2 ms.](pcbi.1007821.g002){#pcbi.1007821.g002}

Contrary to the autocorrelation signals, the variance increases only slightly before finger motion onset. We defined the time of the variance rise as the time point where variance crosses a threshold defined by the maximal variance levels within the first 100 ms of motion across participants' trials. A linear regression between variance rise time and the onset time of Attackers' finger motion across all trials showed that on average variance rise does not precede finger motion (see [S3](#pcbi.1007821.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S6](#pcbi.1007821.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs).

Could these early warning signals be related to the early motion of the body before finger motion ensues? To test this we compared the body's center of mass motion to finger motion. For each trial, we determined the onset of motion as the time when the speed of motion first exceeded 0.05*cm*/*sec* (following the same definitions as in \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref018]\], see also [S1 Text](#pcbi.1007821.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We found that the center of mass of body motion started 50 ms before finger motion started (mean difference: 52ms, 95% CI = \[46, 57\], *p* \< 10^−5^, effect size = -0.33, see [S1](#pcbi.1007821.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#pcbi.1007821.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs). Therefore, body motion onset, which happens around 50ms before finger motion, cannot account as the driver of the early warning signals, occurring about 130ms before finger motion.

Our results show that there is a sharp rise in AR(1) and a sharp rise in the autocorrelation decay time, both of which provide early warning signals of the Attacker's decision to start moving. Importantly, these signals are derived from the fluctuations of the body in its static pose, even before motion of body and finger ensues. However, it may still be the case that while these signals precede Attacker's motion, the Blockers are unaware of them and react in response to other signals. To test this, we next determine the relation between the Attackers' early warning signals and the Blockers' reaction times.

Early warning signals are correlated with Blocker motion {#sec014}
--------------------------------------------------------

We used the Blocker's time of response as defined in Pashkam-Vaziri et al. \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref018]\], i.e. it is the first time point where Blocker's finger motion crosses 0.05 *cm*/*s* in the same direction as the Attacker's finger motion. A linear regression between the AR(1) sharp rise timing and the Blockers' onset time of finger motion across all trials indicated a high correlation with an average time difference of 309ms (Δ*t*: mean ± ste = 309 ± 2 ms, *p* \< 10^−5^, [S3](#pcbi.1007821.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S4](#pcbi.1007821.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs). Similarly, a linear regression between the timing of autocorrelation decay time sharp increase and the Blockers' onset time of finger motion across all trials indicated a high correlation with an average time difference of 293ms (Δ*t*: mean ± ste = 293 ± 2 ms, *p* \< 10^−5^, [Fig 2b](#pcbi.1007821.g002){ref-type="fig"}, and [S3](#pcbi.1007821.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S5](#pcbi.1007821.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs). Thus, autocorrelation rise time and the increase in autocorrelation decay time are highly correlated with Blockers' response times. Furthermore, the time difference between the two explains well the quick response of the Blockers, anticipating the Attacker's motion onset. We note that a linear regression between variance rise and the Blockers' onset time of finger motion shows a much shorter time difference of 65*ms* and thus is less probable to act as a signal for the Blockers' response (Δ*t* mean ± ste = 65 ± 6 ms, *p* \< 10^−5^, [S3](#pcbi.1007821.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S6](#pcbi.1007821.s006){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs).

In an additional experiment (Experiment 2), Pashkam-Vaziri and colleagues \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref018]\] showed participants a moving dot on a screen. The dot dynamics were taken from actual Attacker's finger motion. We analyzed the dot motion to reveal no early warning signals in both the autocorrelation and the decay time of the autocorrelation (see [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}, and [S3](#pcbi.1007821.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S7](#pcbi.1007821.s007){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs). Consistent with this, the participants' response times were slower compared to participants who saw a video of the entire body movement (Reaction times difference of ∼100-120 ms \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref018]\]). To test whether the lack of early warning signals might be a consequence of the sampling of dot motion from Attackers' finger motion, we further analyzed the Attackers' finger motion in Experiment 1. We found that finger motion of the Attacker did not show early warning signals; Its AR(1) signal started off positive and thus the decay time of the autocorrelation starts at high values from the beginning of the trial and does not rise further. Analysis of Attackers' finger motion indicates no significant correlation between Attackers' motion onset and the rise in AR(1) or in the autocorrelation decay rate of finger motion (AR(1) signal: linear regression slope ± ste = 0.06±0.06, p = 0.35, Autocorrelation decay time: linear regression slope ± ste = -0.04±0.03, p = 0.23). Thus, lack of the early warning signals was accompanied by slower response times of the Blockers.

The early warning signals in the autocorrelation of the Attacker's body fluctuations indicate the existence of a critical transition and raises the question of its nature, which we now turn to.

Body fluctuations before motion-onset are characteristic of a fold-transition (saddle-node bifurcation) {#sec015}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To quantify how the Attacker switches from a stationary state to a dynamic one, we consider a minimal model that can describe the transition as a slow-fast dynamical transition. Given change of the system's state from stable to dynamic one, the simplest structurally stable critical transition of this type is a co-dimension one bifurcation known as a *fold-transition* or a saddle-node bifurcation \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref022], [@pcbi.1007821.ref024], [@pcbi.1007821.ref034]\]. Defining the accumulation of "decision momentum" over time by a variable *y*(*t*) which changes on a slow timescale (*ϵ*), and the velocity of the Attacker (*v*(*t*)) by the variable *x*(*t*) which changes on a fast timescale, we write the dynamic equations for the saddle-node bifurcation as $$\begin{array}{rcl}
\overset{˙}{x} & = & {y + x^{2} + \xi\left( t \right)} \\
\end{array}$$ $$\begin{array}{rcl}
\overset{˙}{y} & = & \epsilon \\
\end{array}$$ where *ξ*(*t*) is a zero-mean Gaussian noise term that models the uncorrelated fast dynamical noise in the system. When *y* \< 0, [Eq 3](#pcbi.1007821.e006){ref-type="disp-formula"} has a pair of static solutions, of which the stable one represents the static state of the Attacker. As *y* increases, the system approaches a critical transition---When *y* is positive, [Eq 3](#pcbi.1007821.e006){ref-type="disp-formula"} has no steady-state solution, and only dynamic motion is possible. Thus, a fold-transition system can describe the Attacker's switch from a stable, static pose to a dynamical one. To test whether the Attacker's transition from static to dynamic motion follows a fold transition model, we consider the behavior of the variance of the fast variable, *x*(*t*), *σ*(*t*) = 〈(*x*(*t*)−〈*x*(*t*)〉)^2^〉^1/2^, where $\left\langle a\left( T \right) \right\rangle = \frac{1}{T}\int_{0}^{T}a\left( t \right)dt$, close to the transition point. Near the critical transition time point, *t*\*, theory suggests that for a fold transition, the variance should diverge according to the scaling law \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref022], [@pcbi.1007821.ref023], [@pcbi.1007821.ref034]\] $$\begin{array}{r}
{\sigma^{2} \propto \left( t^{*} - t \right)^{- 1/2}} \\
\end{array}$$

The inverse square root relation between the variance and the time interval to transition reflects the system's fluctuations as it reaches the departure point from the stable manifold on which the scaling relations are: $x \sim \sqrt{y}$ ([Eq (3)](#pcbi.1007821.e006){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and *y* ∼ *t* ([Eq (4)](#pcbi.1007821.e007){ref-type="disp-formula"}) \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref022], [@pcbi.1007821.ref023]\].

For each Attacker, we calculated the time point at which the variance crosses the threshold (*T*\* = *arg*~*t*~ *σ*^2^(*t*)\>1.5\*10^−4^, see [S1 Text](#pcbi.1007821.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and extracted variance curves 100ms before and 100ms after that time point. We then averaged the variance trajectories in each block of trials (30 trials in each block), resulting in a total of 85 variance trajectories. Next, we fitted each of the variance curves in the neighborhood of the transition to a general power-law divergence model of the type *log*(*σ*^2^) = −*log*(*b*) + *n log*(*t*\*−*t*), where b, n, and *t*\* are fitting parameters of the model ([Fig 3](#pcbi.1007821.g003){ref-type="fig"}, and [S9 Fig](#pcbi.1007821.s009){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We find that the scaling exponent of variance divergence is close to -0.5 (median: n = -0.54, 95% CI = \[-0.66, -0.5\], [Fig 3](#pcbi.1007821.g003){ref-type="fig"}, and [S10 Fig](#pcbi.1007821.s010){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). It is worth emphasizing that the scaling exponent for the variance is a quantitative measure for the type of critical transition, e.g. other co-dimension one critical transitions such as the pitchfork, and Hopf transitions are associated with the variance diverging according to: *σ*^2^ ∝ (*t*\* − *t*)^−1^ \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref022], [@pcbi.1007821.ref023]\]. Thus a measure of the nature of the critical transition can be gleaned by determining the scaling exponent of the variance, and suggests that a fold transition model describes the Attacker's switching dynamics reasonably well.

![Variance of the movement velocity diverges as one approaches the critical point following fold-transition characteristics.\
An example of fitting model of *log*(*σ*^2^) = −*log*(*b*) + *n log*(*t*\* − *t*) to a variance trajectory. Shown is the fit over a window of 12 consecutive time points (Red solid line). The fit parameter for the power-law (n) in this example is -0.53. **Inset**, Histogram of all fitted power-law parameters smaller than 1.5 (for the entire histogram, see [S1 Text](#pcbi.1007821.s014){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Median fitted power-law is: n = -0.54, 95% CI = \[-0.66, -0.5\].](pcbi.1007821.g003){#pcbi.1007821.g003}

Simulated fold transition data for motion-onset produces faster reaction times from participants {#sec016}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Given our ability to extract the nature of the critical transition from observations, i.e. a fold-transition, we reverse the question and ask if people can identify the early warning signals that are induced by a simulated fold-transition model with noise. In Experiment 3, we showed participants (N = 12) a moving dot on a screen that followed one of two simulated scenarios: 1) the dynamics associated with a critical fold-transition event and 2) an uncorrelated analog.

To derive the simulated data of the fold-transition we solved the following dynamical system 100 times to create 100 trajectories of 1d motion (see [S11 Fig](#pcbi.1007821.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S1 Video](#pcbi.1007821.s015){ref-type="supplementary-material"}): $$\begin{array}{rcl}
\overset{˙}{x} & = & {y + ax^{2} - x^{3} + \gamma\xi\left( t \right)} \\
\end{array}$$ $$\begin{array}{rcl}
\overset{˙}{y} & = & \epsilon \\
\end{array}$$

The quadratic term *a* sets the steady-state position the system reaches after the transition \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref034]\], while the cubic term causes the output to saturate after the transition, and the *γξ*(*t*) term represents the inherent noise in the system (see [Methods](#sec002){ref-type="sec"}). Readouts from the simulation were spaced 10 ms apart for a total duration of a second and a half, while the location of the critical transition was randomly varied between trials. As expected, preceding the critical transition from the static state to the dynamical state, the resulting trajectories are characterized by a sharp rise in the autocorrelation and an increase in autocorrelation decay time.

As a control, we also created a fast transition from a stationary state to dynamic motion in a random dynamical system, but mimicking the same critical time (denoted *t*\*) as in the fold-transition simulations, and added uniform random noise (*ξ*(*t*)) with noise amplitudes that matched the noise levels of the fold-transition simulations (see [S11 Fig](#pcbi.1007821.s011){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2 Video](#pcbi.1007821.s016){ref-type="supplementary-material"}): $$\begin{array}{r}
{x\left( t \right) = a\Theta\left( t - t^{*} \right) + \xi\left( t \right)} \\
\end{array}$$ where Θ(*x*) is the Heaviside function. The resulting uncorrelated motion trajectories showed similar noise amplitudes but in the absence of non-trivial dynamics before the transition, there were no early warning signals of the AR(1) and the autocorrelation decay time showed no interesting signal.

Participants were shown blocks of trials from these two stimuli in random order, wherein they saw a dot on the screen. They were asked to respond to the onset of directional motion of the dot. Participants estimated the direction of movement accurately for both stimuli types, and were not significantly different between the two conditions (fold-transition accuracy rate = 99%, uncorrelated transition accuracy rate = 99%, Mann-Whitney: *U*(143) = 55, *p* = 0.24). In [Fig 4a](#pcbi.1007821.g004){ref-type="fig"}, we see that the responses to the fold-transition simulation were significantly faster than the responses to the uncorrelated stimuli (Δ*t* mean ± ste = 100 ± 27 ms, Mann-Whitney: *U*(143) = 20, *p* = 0.002, effect-size = 0.72, see [S1 Table](#pcbi.1007821.s017){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We further find that the aggregated response times distributions of the fold-transition and the uncorrelated transition are significantly different (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, *p* \< 10^−5^, see [Fig 4b](#pcbi.1007821.g004){ref-type="fig"}) and that the shift-function of decile differences \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref036], [@pcbi.1007821.ref037]\] shows a constant difference around 100ms between the two distributions ([Fig 4c](#pcbi.1007821.g004){ref-type="fig"}). We therefore conclude that participants could act upon the early warning signals induced by a fold-transition event.

![Participants act upon the early warning signals in fold-transition events.\
**a)** Participants' response times for motion of a fold-transition event (Eqn (6-7)) are significantly faster than their response to an uncorrelated version ([Eq (8)](#pcbi.1007821.e013){ref-type="disp-formula"}) of the transition (Δ*t* = 100*ms*±27*ms*, Mann-Whitney: *U*(143) = 20, *p* = 0.002, effect-size = 0.72). **b)** Participants' response times distribution for the fold-transition (red) and uncorrelated transition (green). **c)** The shift function of decile differences between the fold-transition and uncorrelated transition response times distributions.](pcbi.1007821.g004){#pcbi.1007821.g004}

Discussion {#sec017}
==========

Since much of behavior is predicated on movement, inference of motion onset in response to signals from the outside provides a cognitive advantage to organisms. A strategy that favors an ability to sense early warning signals would thus be evolutionary advantageous and suggests looking for informational cues in motor action. In two experiments, we have shown that in a two-person interaction, the Blocker perceives early warning signals based on the fluctuations of the Attacker's body, well before the Attacker begins to move.

Our study further quantifies this by showing that Attackers' switch from static pose to dynamic motion is preceded by two cues which are the hallmarks of early warning signals for critical transitions---A rise in the lag-1 autocorrelation and a rise in the decay time of the autocorrelation. These two cues are highly correlated with the motion onset of the Blockers. By extracting the power-law associated with the divergence of the variance near the critical point, we find that Attackers' decision to move is consistent with a fold critical transition. We then show that participants in a third experiment react faster (while maintaining similar accuracy) to motion-onset driven by a fold-transition preceded by correlated noise which shows changes in the autocorrelation signals, compared with motion-onset preceded by uncorrelated noise, which does not show any changes in the autocorrelation signals.

The reaction by Blockers to early warning signals raises the question of the underlying mechanism that governs this early detection ability. Our data analysis process indicated that the detection of the increase in the autocorrelation decay time was less affected by noisy measurements than the AR(1) signal (See [Fig 3](#pcbi.1007821.g003){ref-type="fig"}, and compare [S3](#pcbi.1007821.s003){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [S4](#pcbi.1007821.s004){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S5](#pcbi.1007821.s005){ref-type="supplementary-material"} Figs). Computationally, it might suggest a preference for the measurement of the decay time of the autocorrelation as a cue for Blockers' action. We note that the observed 300ms time difference between the early warning signals and Blockers' response time might relate to the P300 signal in EEG literature \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref038], [@pcbi.1007821.ref039]\]. Further studies of our experimental paradigm for social interactions in EEG setting (similar to Refs \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref040], [@pcbi.1007821.ref041]\]) could indicate if that is indeed the case.

Although we have focused on the early warning signals associated with the Attacker's motor decision making process, it is likely that a similar critical transition in motion-onset is produced by the Blocker as well. We hope that future studies might consider the two-body problem that couples two dynamical systems with fold-transition-like normal forms that model the Blocker's decision to move contingent on the Attacker's putative movement in a game theoretic setting \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref015]\].

Our work has explored the informational cues that are inferred by the Blocker from the Attacker's motion in a relatively simple setting, complementing a cohort of previous works on the dynamical aspects of joint-action and social motor coordination \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref030], [@pcbi.1007821.ref042]--[@pcbi.1007821.ref044]\] all of which involve aspects of motor decision making and intention inference in a range of settings. For example, participants react differently to grasping movements depending on the social cues they infer from their partner's motion \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref045], [@pcbi.1007821.ref046]\] and team sports players move according to the affordances incurred by their teammates and their opponents \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref047], [@pcbi.1007821.ref048]\]. Building on our work, we suspect that further study of possible co-representations in Attacker and Blocker's motoric and neuronal activity can indicate whether motor simulation \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref007], [@pcbi.1007821.ref049], [@pcbi.1007821.ref050]\] plays a role in these interactions, thus allowing us to elucidate the biological mechanisms that may underlie accurate inference of intention \[[@pcbi.1007821.ref051]--[@pcbi.1007821.ref055]\]. Our study highlights the need to focus on the detection and response to early warning signals in the fluctuations of the signal as they are indicators of critical transitions underlying intention and decision making. Mapping the conditions under which humans and other animals can or cannot recognize and act upon different types of critical transitions would shed new light on the environments they were evolved in and the computational cognitive mechanisms they have developed.

Supporting information {#sec018}
======================

###### Attacker first PC of body motion is its center of mass which precedes finger motion.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Motion of the Attacker's center of mass precedes motion of the Attacker's finger.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Attacker's and Blocker's motion onset correlate with the early warning signals.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Autocorrelation at lag-1 sharp increase correlates with Attacker's and Blocker's finger motion onset also at time windows of 48 ms and 60 ms.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Autocorrelation decay time sharp increase correlates with Attacker's and Blocker's finger motion onset also at time windows of 48 ms and 60 ms.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Variance sharp increase correlates with Attacker's and Blocker's finger motion onset also at time windows of 48 ms and 60 ms.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Autocorrelation decay time threshold balances accuarate detection and false positives.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Finger dot motion does not show early warning signals.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Variance sharp rise near the transition point shows a fold-transition type of divergence.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Scaling power-law for different window sizes shows a divergence with power law of -0.5.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Trajectory samples for the fold-transition simulations and their uncorrelated counterpart.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### As the transition point approaches, the autocorrelation decay time rises sharply.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### The different density thresholds taken to screen outliers in the Attackers' relation with the early warning signals.

(TIF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Supporting information.

(PDF)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Video samples for the simulation of motion-onset following a noisy fold-transition with correlated noise preceding it.

(MP4)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Video samples for the simulation of motion-onset with uncorrelated noise preceding it.

(MP4)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Response times (mean±ste) for fold-transition and uncorrelated motion simulations per participant.

(XLSX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

10.1371/journal.pcbi.1007821.r001
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**Comments to the Authors:**

**Please note here if the review is uploaded as an attachment.**

Reviewer \#1: The manuscript details three experiments and a set of simulations exploring the subtle movement dynamics that human actors are sensitive to when anticipating or predicting another actor's movement intention. Using an actor-defender stimulus-repose paradigm, the results of empirical experimentation and simulation work revealed that defending actors are sensitive to early warning signals in an actor's center of mass (or principle component motion time-series) that occur approx. 150 ms before the onset of an actor's task specific movement. Moreover, the dynamics of an attacker's motion near the point of movement transition corresponds to the dynamics of a fold-bifurcation, a fundamental property of nonlinear dynamical systems.

This is a fantastic piece of work. The experimental paradigms and stimuli employed, although simply, and well-conceived and provide a valid method of determining the subtle movement dynamics that help observers (defenders) anticipate or infer the action intention of an observed opponent. The data analysis and modelling techniques are highly novel with respect to the phenomena investigated, with the overall findings likely to have a transformative impact with the fields of human-movement science, perception-action and joint-action and social motor control and coordination. The writing is excellent, with the method, figures and supplementary material well-constructed and easy to follow.

My only concern relates to the discussion section, which is largely just a summary of the findings, and does not effectively situate the work within the wider join-action and social (multiagent) motor coordination and action observation literature. Research on action observation and cooperative and competitive performance has a long history in psychology, cognitive science and human-movement science, with a particular increase in focus over the last two decades. A core debate within this literature, is whether the a purely neuro-cognitive or representational approach (e.g., Prinz, Sebanz and Knobloch and colleagues co-representational/motor resonance account of joint action and action observation; as well as the work on mirror neurons and motor simulation by numerous neuroscientists and cognitive neuroscientists) is required to explain such phenomena in comparison to a more ecological-dynamical (informational) account (e.g., Araujo Duarte and colleagues, Christina Becchio and colleagues, Schmidt and Richardson and colleagues; Yuji Yamamoto and colleagues, in addition to Kelso and colleagues). While these two general approaches to action observation and coordination are perhaps best understood as complementary, the current work is highly relevant to these theoretical issues and the work might have more general impact if the authors better situate this work within the context of this wider literature. Note, that I am not saying that the authors need to make any strong theoretical claims, or even articulate any theoretical conclusions one way or the other, but rather better detail how the work relates to the previous work on the dynamics of action observation and prediction that exists within the join-action and social motor control literature.

I appreciate that the authors would probably like a list of key references, but this literature is rather large and I do not wish to bias the authors assessment of this literature or what they feel should or should not be include. The authors should also see the above listed names as a rather limited set of relevant researchers and there are many more that could be considered.

Reviewer \#2: \# Review

\#\# Summary of the article

The article addresses an interesting paradox brought by recent studies in motor behaviour: people are able to predict others\' motion trajectories even before the start of their movement. The authors used a simple and elegant paradigm called the \"antagonistic game\" where one player ---the Blocker--- has to parry on the movement of another player --the Attacker. In a first experiment, they demonstrated how the fluctuations of the centre of mass of the Attacker\'s body are actually giving early signs of his/her ensuing movement 150ms before it starts. The authors then demonstrate how those fluctuations show characteristics of a saddle-node bifurcation. And finally, simulating similar dynamics and presenting them to human participants, they show how the simulated movements also induce faster reaction times.

\#\# Main impressions of the article

The study is very interesting and, despite its technical aspects, remains concise and clearly written. I think it has the sufficient impact for PLoS Computational Biology ensuing few minor corrections.

\#\# Comments and suggestions

Note: it would have been nice to use a one column presentation, and, to add page and line numbers to ease the review.

Title, Abstract, and Introduction are well written and the former covers well existing literature.

In the autocorrelation formula, describes what is \"arg_n\".

To what extend the different measure of autocorrelation and variance across time window is modulated by sampling frequency?

The authors define \"the rise of autocorrelation decay time\" with a decrease of \"20% between two consecutive time windows\" but do not explicit why.

The 347ms time difference observed between the AR(1) sharp rise and Blockers\' start time remind the P300 in the EEG literature. That may be interesting to discuss.

Fig. 2: Add the linear regression line and confidence interval. Maybe the two panels can be combined using two colours, thus helping comparison between the two measures.

This is not clear why the AR(1) signal of Attacker\'s finger starting positive implicates that decay time only makes a sharp rise at the beginning of each trial.

Would it be possible to briefly explain how (3) is derived from (1-2)?

Fig. 4: Getting a sense of distributions is important. Violin plot or even the recent raincloud plots would be perfect here.

Adding videos of the two types of simulated dynamics would be great to get a subjective sense of the difference.

This is not clear why the increase of autocorrelation decay time is less noisy than the AR(1)

This is not clear why AR(1) would necessarily need to store in memory two timeseries (cannot be implemented through dynamical systems without a memory per see). Is there a formal proof and a reference supporting this claim?

In the method, this is not clear how the dot projected on a 2D screen can mimic human dynamics which is in 3D.

How the authors have chosen the parameters of the dynamical systems (alpha & gamma)? Does the choice of those values strongly impact the results?
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